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A coordinate description of partonic processes George Sterman
1. Introduction: Coordinate-space leading regions
The all-orders analysis of long-distance behavior of perturbative scattering amplitudes in terms
of loop momenta (see, for example, [1]-[5]) complements fixed-order calculations, and helps ex-
plain their underlying structure, especially the origins of infrared (long distance) sensitivity, as-
sociated with collinear and soft momentum configurations. In this talk, we’ll describe how long
distance sensitivity arises when viewed directly in coordinate space [6]-[8].
We begin with Green functions,
GN(x1, . . . ,xN) = 〈0|T (φN(xN) · · · φ1(x1)) |0〉 , (1.1)
with massless fields φI at positions xI that reflect the geometry of scattering amplitudes. In per-
turbation theory, these Green functions are sums of diagrams, which themselves can be written as
sums of integrals over the positions of internal vertices yk, very schematically,
GN(x1, . . . ,xN) = ∑
diagrams
∏
vertices k
∫
dDyk ∏
lines j
numerator[−(∑k′ η jk′ yk′+∑l η jl xl)2+ iε]p j , (1.2)
where the η ji are incidence matrices. The nontrivial numerators include overall factors and in
theories with spin, derivatives acting on the propagators in coordinate space. The basic, scalar
propagator is given in coordinate space, with D = 4−2ε , by
∆(y− x) = Γ(1− ε)
4pi2−ε
1
(−(y− x)2+ iε)1−ε
. (1.3)
More generally, in Eq. (1.2), p j = 1− ε for a boson propagator (choosing Feynman gauge where
necessary) and 2− ε for a fermion, or derivative of a boson propagator.
Once the theory is renormalized for ultraviolet divergences, Green function integrals in GN
are singular only at pinches in the complex integrations over positions of vertices, yk between
“incoming" and “outgoing" propagators (on the light cone) [6, 7]. An example is given by a single
vertex between two lines, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The vertex at w in the figure is connected to one
or more additional lines in general. Whether or not these additional lines are near the light cone,
the two propagators shown in the figure provide the integral,∫
dDw
1
(−2(y−w)+(y−w)−+(y⊥−w⊥)2+ iε)1−ε
× 1
(−2(w− x)+(w− x)−+(w⊥−x⊥)2+ iε)1−ε
, (1.4)
which gives a pinch at w−,w⊥ = 0 when x and y are lined up in the + direction, with y+ > w+ >
x+. This illustrates in coordinate space the momentum-space result that pinches correspond to
physically-realizable scattering processes, in which on-shell particles follow classical paths be-
tween vertices.
Applying this reasoning to higher orders, the general “leading (-power) region" corresponds
to the most general physical picture made up of on-shell massless lines, as illustrated by Figs. 2
and 3 [7, 8] for Eq. (1.1). This is just the pattern found in momentum space for elastic scattering
2
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Figure 1: One-vertex example.
amplitudes [9, 10]. Figure 2 can be thought of as a two-dimensional projection of part of a physical
scattering process. Jets are in directions defined by velocity vectors, β µI ∝ x
µ
I , from the position of
the hard scattering to external points xµI . By translation invariance, the hard scattering may be fixed
at the origin. Vertices cluster along the βI , near the origin, or are at finite distances from these.
More specifically, Fig. 2 is a picture of “where the vertices are", when they are on or near a pinch
surface, ρ: i) Vertices in H(ρ) are near the origin; ii) Vertices in J(ρ)I are near rays β
µ
I for x
2
I → 0;
iii) Vertices in S(ρ) are separated from the origin and the rays. A global portrait of such a pinch
surface is shown in Fig. 3 [9, 10].
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FIG. 3: Representation of the arrangement of vertices near a leading pinch surface ρ directly in coordinate space and their
assignments to jet, J
(ρ)
I , hard, H
(ρ), and soft, S(ρ) subdiagrams. For every region, the direction of the jet J
(ρ)
I is determined
by the relative position of the external point xI with respect to the position of the hard scattering.
can be seen by considering vertices in each of the subdiagrams associated with an arbitrary PS, ρ. For vertices xµ
in the soft subdiagram, the only approximations are for denominators attached to the jets, for which jet vertices are
set on the lightcones, βI . In neighborhood n[ρ], the x
µ stay away from all of the lightcones, and the physical picture
correspondence eliminates PSs involving vertices in S(ρ), just as in the original integral. For vertices z
(K)
µ in jet K, the
integrals are unchanged, except for lines attached directly to the hard scattering, where terms that are nonleading in
the scaling variable are neglected. No approximations are made for lines internal to H(ρ). Pinches of the homogeneous
integral are still controlled by the distances of the external vertices xK of J
(ρ)
K to the relevant lightcone, and these
pinches develop in the same manner in the homogeneous as in the original integral. In the homogeneous integral,
defined as in Eq. (8), however, one or more of the the rescaled normal variables are always order unity. Thus, the
pinch surfaces of the homogeneous integral will involve fewer vanishing denominators than those of the original PSs.
We will use this observation in our construction of nested subtractions.
C. Approximation operators and region-by-region finiteness
We will now employ the approximations identified above to define a new set of approximation operators, denoted
tρ, one for each leading pinch surface ρ. Each operator tρ is defined to act on any diagram γ
(n) that possesses
the corresponding PS and to give an expression that corresponds to the leading, singular behavior of γ(n) in the
neighborhood of PS ρ. Of course, this condition defines the operator tρ only up to a finite ambiguity. For our
purposes it will be most useful to construct subtractions similar to those employed in proofs of factorization in
Ref. [7].
We define the action of the approximation operator tργ
(n) as the imposition of the soft-collinear and hard-collinear
approximations given above in Eqs. (9), (11) and (12) on all lines to which they apply at PS ρ of diagram γ(n). This
action can be represented schematically by
tργ
(n) ≡
￿
I
￿
dτ (I) S
(ρ)
{µI}({τ (I)}) β
µI
I β¯I,µ￿I
×
￿
dη(I)
￿
dD−1z(I) J (ρ)µ
￿
Iν
￿
I
I (z
(I), η(I)) β¯I,ν￿Iβ
νI
I
￿
dD−1y(I) H(ρ){νI}(y
(I)) . (20)
Figure 2: Arrangements of vertices near a pinch surface with two jet subdiagrams, in the β µI ∝ x
µ
I and
β µK ∝ x
µ
K directions.
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FIG. 1: Leading pinch surfaces represented by soft, jet and hard subdiagrams for (a) cusp and (b) a typical multieikonal or
multi-parton amplitude. Gauge lines represent arbitrary number of connections between the subdiagrams. In (b) the double
line represents either Wilson lines or partonic propagators connected to the external vertices.
integrations over the positions of internal vertices considered as variables in complex coordinate space. This is the
direct analog of pinches in loop momenta [7, 31, 32]. As in momentum space, at each such leading region, the diagram
describes a physical processes with fully-consistent classical propagation for the set of lines that connect vertices
that are lightlike separated. We will refer to a manifold in coordinate space with a definite set of vertices pi ched
at lightlike or vanishing separations as a pinch surface (PS). (We use this notation in the same sense as “PSS” in
Ref. [7].)
In Ref. [12] it was shown that at such pinch surfaces, diagrams are characterized by subdiagrams of soft, jet-like
and short-distance (hard) sets of lines, as depicted in Fig. 1, which is similar to the familiar structure of diagrams
at pinch surfaces in momentum space both in direct QCD treatments [7, 14, 15, 32] and in soft-collinear effective
theory [33, 34]. In the case of the massless cusp (Fig. 1(a)), for example, nonlocal ultraviolet subdivergences occur
when subsets of vertices align along the Wilson lines, and these configurations define jet subdiagrams. Other vertices
remain at finite distances from both Wilson lines and the cusp in the soft subdiagram, while the remaining vertices
move to the cusp and form the hard subdiagram [8].
The same factorization into the same types of subdiagrams also occurs for multieikonal vertices with more Wilson
lines and in partonic amplitudes in coordinate space whenever a single point in spacetime (the “hard scattering”)
is related to a set of external positions by lightlike distances, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). (We assume that no
pair of external vertices is related by a lightlike distance.) To anticipate, at these leading regions or PSs, one can
make the coordinate-space soft-collinear and hard-collinear approximations, as defined in Ref. [12], which lead to the
factorization of these subregions by the application of Ward identities in the same way as in momentum space [14, 15].
We will give the expressions for these approximations for a leading PS below. We use the term “leading” to denote
an ultraviolet logarithm or a pole in the dimensionally regulated case, and where necessary to distinguish PSs that
produce such divergences from those that do not. As we quantify in the next subsection, for partonic amplitudes
at leading PSs in Feynman and other covariant gauges, a single line from each jet carries a physical polarization
(transverse for the gauge particle) into the hard subdiagram. All other gauge lines attached to the hard scattering are
scalar- or longitudinally-polarized [12]. We will use this result extensively below, and will assume that the external
Figure 3: General pinch surface (ρ) in coordinate space.
We emphasize that a single picture like Fig. 2 or Fig. 3 represents the pinch surfaces of large
numbers of di grams, related by connecting the vertices of the picture in all possible ways. The
organization of pinch surfaces thus naturally incorporates much of the gauge symmetry of the
th ory, w ich is not r alized on a di ram-by-diagram basis.
3
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2. Approximations, subtractions and factorization
For each lightlike vector βI , β 2I → 0, we introduce an “opposite-moving" lightlike vector, β¯I ,
β¯ 2I = 0, βI · β¯I = 1. Then, for every diagram that corresponds to a leading region ρ , we introduce
an approximation operator tρ acting on each nth-order diagram γ(n) [8], which isolates its divergent
behavior in region ρ , indicated by subscript div[ρ],
tργ(n) = γ(n)
∣∣∣∣
div[ρ]
≡ ∏
I
∫
dτ(I) S(ρ){µI}({τ
(I)}) β µII β¯I,µ ′I
×
∫
dη(I)
∫
dD−1z(I) J(ρ)µ
′
Iν ′I
I (z
(I),η(I)) β¯I,ν ′Iβ
νI
I
∫
dD−1y(I) H(ρ){νI}(y
(I)) . (2.1)
For gluons attaching the “soft" function S(ρ) to jet I in direction βI , we keep only the β¯I polarization
and the coordinates τ(I) of vertices along the βI direction. This approximation is closely related to
one of the starting points for soft-collinear effective theories [2]. In its action on the jet JI , Eq. (2.1)
is equivalent to the replacement [11]
Aµ = Aµc (x) + n¯
µ n ·As(n¯ · x) , (2.2)
with Ac,s the collinear and soft gluon fields, respectively, and nµ (n¯µ ) playing the role of β¯
µ
I (β
µ
I ).
Constructed as in (2.1), the operators tρ organize all divergences as external points approach
the light cone relative to the hard scattering:[
γ(n) + ∑
N
∏
ρ∈N
(− tρ)γ(n)] ∣∣∣∣
div[ρ]
= 0 . (2.3)
Note that each individual operator, tρ acts to approximate the integrand by its leading behavior
only near the singular surface ρ . Following Collins and Soper [12] in axial gauge and Collins [4]
in covariant gauge, the sum is over all possible sets N of nested regions, which cancels overlapping
divergences. This procedure also formalizes a strategy of regions [13]. Within each region ρ , only
the term with approximation tρ contributes, while all others cancel, but each approximation extends
over all coordinate space.
Already at one loop, nesting for fixed-angle scattering becomes nontrivial, because in QCD
hard scatterings can be disjoint, as illustrated by Fig. 4 for quark-quark scattering. Either gluon in
the figure can mediate the hard scattering, with the other gluon soft, collinear, or included in the
hard scattering. In any case, double counting can be avoided to all orders. The same arguments
are applicable to momentum space, and the relation to the pattern observed in higher order exact
calculations is clear, where elaborate nested approximations are a familiar feature.
As x2I → 0 relative to the hard scattering (H), jet vertices line up along intersecting light cones:
xµI ∝ β
µ
I , β
2
I = 0, and the subtraction formalism allows the derivation of a factorized amplitude in
coordinate space. The result for vacuum expectation values, Eq. (1.1), with fixed-angle geometry
is a factorized expression very much like that familiar in momentum space [7, 8],
GN ({xI}) =
N
∏
I=1
∫
dηI j
part
I (xI,ηI β¯I) Sren({βI ·βJ}) H
({ηI β¯I}) , (2.4)
4
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FIG. 5: An example of disjoint hard subdiagrams.
soft function, S(⇢) of ⇢. We will see that when any such vertex is in a jet subdiagram of ⇢, then ⇢ is not a PS for
t  . We will then show that when all the external vertices of H
( ) are in S(⇢), then ⇢ is not a leading PS of t  . The
only possibility left is that at least one vertex of H( ) is also a vertex in H(⇢), so that the hard subdiagrams are not
disjoint.
Consider first Fig. 5, which illustrates the possibility that an external vertex of H( ) is in a jet subdiagram of PS ⇢.
In the figure, we identify the hard scattering H( ) as the propagator y1   y2, along with the vertices y1 and y2 which
it connects. In H( ), y1 ! y2 ! 0, while y3 and y4 remain at finite distances from each other with (y3 y4)2 6= 0, and
approach the lightcones defined by x3 and x4, respectively. We then let H
(⇢) be defined by y3  y4 and ⇢ by the limit
y3 ! y4 ! 0 while y1 and y2 remain at finite distances with (y1   y2)2 6= 0, such that the lines (y1, y3) and (y2, y4)
are in the jet subdiagrams associated with external points x1 and x2, respectively. These two regions clearly cannot
be nested, and their hard subdiagrams are disjoint. Now in the neighborhood of PS ⇢, as y3 and y4 approach the
origin, y1 should move to the  1 light cone, which requires a pinch in the y1 integral. Since (y1   y2)2 6= 0 at ⇢, this
pinch can come from the denominators x1 y1 and y1 y3. The action of t , however, partially decouples the internal
integrals of the hard subdiagram (y1, y2) from the   jet subdiagrams. For the subtracted diagram, t  , t  applies the
hard-collinear approximation hc(1) from Eq. (12) to (x1   y1)µ, which is then replaced by a line (x1   y1 ·  1 ¯1)µ.
Similarly, it applies hc(3) to y1   y3, which is replaced by (y1 ·  3 ¯3   y3)µ. The two lines thus depend on di↵erent
components of yµ1 , and the y1 integrals cannot be pinched at y1 ·  1 = 0. The lines x1   y1 and y1   y3 are therefore
not pinched in region ⇢ after the action of t .
The feature of the example in Fig. 5 that extends to more general cases is that operator t  acts on the line y1   y3
with the hard-collinear approximation hc(3), which eliminates the pinch that fixes vertex y1 in J
(⇢)
1 . In the original
integral, the coordinate y1 ·  1 is pinched at the origin between poles from the propagators of x1   y1 and y1   y3
when they are in J1. After the action of t , however, the propagator associated with line y1  y3 no longer has a pole
when y1 ·  1 = 0 because y1 ·  3 6= 0 when y1 /  1. To extend this result to higher orders, we must treat general
hard-scattering subdiagrams, and allow the possibility that more than one external vertex of H( ) appears in the jet
subdiagrams J
(⇢)
L of PS ⇢.
Suppose then, that in the general case more than one external vertices of H( ) attach to lines in one or more
subdiagram J
(⇢)
L . Now, because H
( ) is connected, and because in region ⇢ each jet corresponds to physically-
propagating lines, one or more lines in jet J
(⇢)
L must enter subdiagram H
( ) at one of its external vertices, and leave
FIG. 5: An example of disjoint hard subdiagrams.
the vertices of H( ) to which they attach can be in H(⇢). Then, each external vertex of the hard subdiagram H( )
either appears as an internal vertex in some jet subdiagram J
(⇢)
L of ⇢, or is an internal vertex of the soft function,
S(⇢) of ⇢. We will see that when any such vertex is in a jet subdiagram of ⇢, then ⇢ is not a PS for t  . We will then
show that when all the external vertices of H( ) are in S(⇢), then ⇢ is not a leading PS of t  . The only possibility
left is that at least one vertex of H( ) is also a vertex in H(⇢), so that the hard subdiagrams are not disjoint.
Consider first Fig. 5, w ich illustr tes the possibility that an external vertex of H( ) is in a jet subdiagram of PS ⇢.
In the figure, we identify the hard scattering H( ) as the propagator y1   y2, along with vertices y1 and y2 which
it c nnects. In H( ), y1 ! y2 ! 0, while y3 and y4 remain at finite distances from ach other with (y3 y4)2 6= 0, and
approach the light cones defined by x3 and x4, respectively. We then let H
(⇢) be defined by y3  y4 and ⇢ by the limit
y3 ! y4 ! 0 while y1 and y2 remain at finite distances with (y1   y2)2 6= 0, such that the lines (y1, y3) and (y2, y4)
are in the jet subdiagrams associated with external points x1 and x2, respectively. These two regions clearly cannot
be ested, and their hard subdia rams are disjoint. Now in the neighborhood of PS ⇢, as y3 and y4 approach the
origin, y1 should ove to the  1 light cone, which requires a pinch in the y1 integral. Since (y1   y2)2 6= 0 at ⇢, this
pinch can come from the deno inators x1 y1 and y1 y3. The action of t , however, partially decouples the internal
integrals of the hard subdiagram (y1, y2) from the   jet subdiagrams. For the subtracted diagram, t  , t applies the
hard-collinear approximation hc(1) from Eq. (12) to (x1   y1)µ, which is then replaced by a line (x1   y1 ·  1 ¯1)µ.
Similarly, it applies hc(3) to y1   y3, which is replaced by (y1 ·  3 ¯3   y3)µ. The two lines thus depend on di↵erent
components of yµ1 , and the y1 integrals cannot be pinched at y1 ·  1 = 0. The lines x1   y1 and y1   y3 are therefore
not pinched in region ⇢ after the action of t .
The feature of the example in Fig. 5 that extends to more general cases is that operator t  acts on the line y1   y3
with the hard-collinear approximation hc(3), which eliminates the pinch that fixes vertex y1 in J
(⇢)
1 . In the original
integral, the coordinate y1 ·  1 is pinched at the origin between poles from the propagators of x1   y1 and y1   y3
when they are in J
(⇢)
1 . After the action of t , however, the propagator associated with line y1   y3 no longer has a
pole when y1 ·  1 = 0 because y1 ·  3 6= 0 when y1 /  1. To extend this result to higher orders, we must treat general
hard-scattering subdiagrams, and allow the possibility that more than one external vertex of H( ) appears in the jet
subdiagrams J
(⇢)
L of PS ⇢.
Suppose then, that in the general case more than one external vertex of H( ) attaches to lines in a subdiagram J
(⇢)
L .
Now, because H( ) is connected, and because in region ⇢ each jet corresponds to physically propagating lines, one or
Figure 4: Example with disjoint choices for the hard scattering.
with short-distance function H, and with “jet" functions,
jpartI (xI,ηI β¯I) = cI(βI, β¯I)
〈
0
∣∣∣∣T(φ(xI)φ †(ηI β¯I)Φ[ fφ ]β¯I †(∞,ηI β¯I)
)∣∣∣∣0〉 , (2.5)
where Φ[ fφ ]β¯I is a Wil on line in the color presentation fφI of field φ , and in the dir ction β¯I
opposite to the jet dir ctio , while cI is a normalizatio factor [8]. The soft fu ctio , Sren is the
vacuum expectation value of a product of Wilson lines in the lightlike βI directions.
3. C ordinat pic ur for cu ps and polygons in QCD
In many h rd-scattering amplitudes and cross sections, soft radiation is organized in terms
of Wilson lines. A coordinate treatment of Wilson lines makes possible a combinatoric proof of
exponentiation in coordinate space [14]. The argument is more general, but here we’ll consider
just the cusp. This will enable us to exhibit an interesting “geometrical" interpretation directly in
QCD, which for large numbers of colors, Nc, extends to arbitrary soft functions as in (2.4). To be
specific, the cusp, that is, the 2-line eikonal form factor joined at a singlet vertex, is the exponential
of a sum of “webs" [15],
A = exp
[
∞
∑
i=1
w(i)
]
. (3.1)
The webs at i loops, w(i), are two-eikonal irreducible diagrams, shown in Fig. 5 for two loops. The
contribution from each diagram the figure is computed in terms of propagators in the usu l way,
in either momentum or coordinate space, but as webs in this case their color factors are all the
same. For example, when the Wilson lines are in the fundamental representation, the color factors
are CFCA only, with no C2F -terms.
Here’s how it works. Say we know the exponent w(i) to order N. We then expand to N + 1st
order, as a sum of exponentiated web diagrams,
A(N+1) =
(
exp
[
N+1
∑
i=1
w(i)
])(N+1)
, (3.2)
5
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Figure 5: Two-loop web diagrams for the cusp. All have the same color factor, CACF .
where the superscript instructs us to keep contributions only to the order indicated. At the same
time, A(N+1) is the sum of all N+1st-order diagrams,
A(N+1) = ∑
D(N+1)
D(N+1) . (3.3)
Applied to Eq. (3.1) for the exponentiated cusp, these two relations imply a formula for the highest
order web that appears in the exponent,
w(N+1) = ∑
D(N+1)
D(N+1)−
[
N+1
∑
m=2
1
m!
N
∑
im=1
. . .
N
∑
i1=1
w(im)w(im−1) . . .w(i1)
](N+1)
. (3.4)
The simplest (and most general) constructions of webs are in coordinate space, and start with this
relation [14].
An important property of webs that can be proved in this way is that they lack soft or collinear
subdivergences [8, 15, 16]. The webs of a given order automatically combine to cancel all diver-
gences from singular regions where a proper subdiagram of a web is collinear to either one of the
Wilson lines. Divergences arise only when every line in each web diagram is either hard, soft, or
collinear to one Wilson line or the other. In this way, a web acts like a single gluon.
In coordinate space with an infrared cutoff L, we can then write the cusp exponent (the sum of
webs) as
E(L,ε) =
∫ L
0
dλ
λ
dσ
σ
w(αs (1/λσ)) , (3.5)
in terms of a function of the running coupling only, with σ and λ the maximal distances from the
origin at which the web attaches along the eikonal lines. The invariant size of the web fixes the
running coupling, and the function w is given by
w =− 1
2
Γcusp(αs)+O(ε) , (3.6)
where Γcusp =
(αs
pi
)
Ca
[
1+
(αs
pi
)((67
36 − pi
2
12
)
CA − 518 n f Tf
)
+ . . .
]
is the familiar cusp anomalous
dimension. In QCD the coupling runs as the integral passes over the x0,x3 plane at x⊥ = 0, and
if we identify the distance in an additional dimension with the argument of the running coupling,
these distances define a minimal surface in a 5-dimensional space, just as in the strong-coupling
limit for conformal theories [17], but here for any coupling.
There is another interesting correspondence in polygonal Wilson lines [18, 19], now neglecting
the running of the coupling. Webs appear at the corners of a polygon, as in Fig. 6, and when defined
6
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Figure 6: A web at the corner of a polygon.
in a gauge-invariant fashion give the leading singularities. Neglecting the running of αs, we find
another analogy to minimal surfaces in five dimensions [16],
4
∑
a=1
Wa(βa,β ′a) =
∫ 1
−1
dy1
∫ 1
−1
dy2
4w
(1− y21)(1− y22)
, (3.7)
with Wa the web at corner a. Again, the result is as found in Ref. [17].
4. A coordinate picture for cross sections
Many of the coordinate-space considerations of Refs. [7] and [8] can be extended to cross sec-
tions. Here, we will ask only the most basic questions, how infrared singularities occur in coordi-
nate integrals and how they cancel in fully inclusive cross sections. Schematically, the contribution
of a specific final state to a fully inclusive cross section can be represented as
∏
j
∫ dDk j
(2pi)D
(2pi)δ+
(
k2j
)
A∗({k j})(2pi)D δD
(
q− ∑
k∈{k j}
k
)
A({k j}) , (4.1)
with A({k j}) the amplitude for the production of a final state with particles with momenta {k j}.
For this argument, we suppress dependence on the initial state.
To express this cross section as a coordinate integral, we need in addition to Eq. (1.3) the
Fourier transform of the “cut propagator" with momentum flowing out of a vertex at point w in the
amplitude and into point y in the complex conjugate,∫ dDk
(2pi)D
e−ik·(y−w) (2pi)δ+
(
k2
)
=
Γ(1− ε)
4pi2−ε
1
(−(y−w)2+ iε(y0−w0))1−ε . (4.2)
For y0 > w0, this is equal to a propagator in the amplitude, and for w0 > y0, it equals a propagator
in the complex conjugate amplitude. This feature leads to pinch surfaces for cut diagrams, and
hence in cross sections. In Fig. 7, consider a collinear configuration of vertices x, w, and y near
Figure 7: Illustration of the role of the cut propagator in cross sections.
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the x− = 0 light cone. Then, assuming x and y are pinched on the light cone in the + direction
(x− = x⊥ = y− = y⊥ = 0), w is also pinched in the plus direction, as follows. To have a pinch at
vertex x, we know from the analysis above that w0 > x0. Now if y0 > w0, the “cut" propagator (4.2)
has imaginary part ε(y0−w0) > 0 in the denominator. When the points line up on the light cone
the cut denominator has a pole at w− =−iε(y0−w0)/2(y+−w+), which is in the lower half-plane
because on the light cone plus components are ordered in the same way as time components. This
is the same arrangement as if vertex y were in the amplitude, pinching with the w− pole from the
w− x propagator, which is in the upper half-plane. If w0 > y0, the cut propagator has imaginary
part ε(y0−w0) < 0, but because now y+−w+ < 0, the pole remains in the lower half plane and
continues to give a pinch in the w− integral on the light cone.
All this means that cross sections have the same pinch surfaces as amplitudes, characterized
by the same types of physical processes, but with energy flow reversed in the complex conjugate.
Because vertices of both A and A∗ are ordered at any pinch surface, the vertex with the largest
time is always adjacent to the final state, and connected across the cut. This leads to a picture of
how infrared divergences occur for individual final states through integrals over the positions of
vertices, and also how cancellation can take place in the sum over final states.
The cancellation of IR divergences in an inclusive cross section depends directly on the her-
miticity of the interaction. In Fig. 8, let w0 be the “largest time" [20] of any interaction vertex in
either the amplitude or its complex conjugate; then certainly
w0 > x0i and w
0 > y0j (4.3)
for all i and j. Vertex w may be in A or in A∗, and we must sum over both cuts, N and N′, for which
vertex w is in A∗ and A, respectively. Schematically, we can represent this combination, keeping
Figure 8: Schematic arrangement for the vertex of “largest time".
only the relevant denominators, as the sum of two terms∫
dDw
{
∏
j
1
(−(ywj −w)2− iε)1−ε
[−iV (∂w)] ∏
i
1
(−(w− xwi )2+ iε(w− xwi )0)1−ε
+ ∏
j
1
(−(ywj −w)2+ iε(ywj −w)0)1−ε
[iV (∂w)] ∏
i
1
(−(w− xwi )2+ iε)1−ε
}
, (4.4)
for w in A∗ and A, respectively. Typically, of course, the number of lines attached to vertex w
on either side of the cut is one or two. In any case, infrared divergences may develop when any
pair from xwi and y
w
j are collinear to w on the light cone, which produces a pinch, and/or when w
becomes large. In either of these cases, the sum vanishes because w0 is the largest time. This is the
way in which infrared divergences cancel in coordinate integrals for the inclusive cross section.
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Some final thoughts
The coordinate picture we have just described offers an additional viewpoint into the dynamics
of hard scattering. Considerably more work will be required to come to a full understanding of the
cancellation of infrared sensitivity in semi-inclusive cross sections, and hence to factorization of
physical observables from a coordinate viewpoint. It is possible that this approach will lead to
further insights into the variety of factorizations and the limitations of each. It is even possible
that a coordinate point of view may make it possible to combine a weak coupling, perturbative
viewpoint with nonperturbative, emergent degrees of freedom. The results sketched above also
offer progress in systematizing all-orders factorization for QCD hard scattering, both in coordinate
and momentum space.
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